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Abstract

It is challenging for Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs) in
the few-shot setting to reconstruct high-quality novel views
and depth maps in 360◦ outward-facing indoor scenes. The
captured sparse views for these scenes usually contain large
viewpoint variations. This greatly reduces the potential
consistency between views, leading NeRFs to degrade a lot
in these scenarios. Existing methods usually leverage pre-
trained depth prediction models to improve NeRFs. How-
ever, these methods cannot guarantee geometry consistency
due to the inherent geometry ambiguity in the pretrained
models, thus limiting NeRFs’ performance. In this work, we
present P2NeRF to capture global and hierarchical geome-
try consistency priors from pretrained models, thus facilitat-
ing few-shot NeRFs in 360◦ outward-facing indoor scenes.
On the one hand, we propose a matching-based geometry
warm-up strategy to provide global geometry consistency
priors for NeRFs. This effectively avoids the overfitting of
early training with sparse inputs. On the other hand, we
propose a group depth ranking loss and ray weight mask
regularization based on the monocular depth estimation
model. This provides hierarchical geometry consistency
priors for NeRFs. As a result, our approach can fully lever-
age the geometry consistency priors from pretrained mod-
els and help few-shot NeRFs achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance on two challenging indoor datasets. Our code is
released at https://github.com/XT5un/P2NeRF.

1. Introduction
As an advanced implicit scene representation, Neural Ra-
diance Fields (NeRFs) are widely popular for many tasks,
such as novel view synthesis [1, 2, 6, 17–19, 30], 3D recon-
struction [12, 21, 34, 37, 39], and 3D generation [8, 27, 40].
It models continuous color and geometry fields of a 3D
scene through a neural network to realize a compact 3D
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Ground Truth Ours SparseNeRF [13]

(a) Comparison with methods using general monocular depth

Ground Truth Ours SCADE [33]

(b) Comparison with methods using absolute depth from other domains

Figure 1. Rendering results in 360◦ outward-facing indoor scenes.
In challenging indoor scenes, using general monocular depth can-
not meet the global geometry of the scene. And methods using in-
domain geometric clues have poor generalization on other scenes.

scene representation. In general, NeRF-like methods can
achieve photo-realistic rendering results with a sufficient
amount of training views. However, for sparse views cap-
tured in 360◦ outward-facing indoor scenes, it usually con-
tain large viewpoint variations. This greatly reduces the
potential consistency between views, leading the vanilla
NeRFs to degrade a lot or even fail. Therefore, it is chal-
lenge for few-shot NeRFs to reconstruct high-quality novel
views and depth maps in these scenarios.

Recently, geometric constraints have been demonstrated
to be one key factor to improve few-shot NeRFs [10, 13,
20, 24]. Some methods [20, 28] impose regularization con-
straints by mining the geometric properties of the training
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views, such as local depth smoothing, cross view visibility,
etc. DS-NeRF [10] uses the sparse depth from Structure-
from-Motion (SfM) to supervise the rendering depth di-
rectly. MonoSDF [39] aligns monocular depth and render-
ing depth by least squares. SparseNeRF [13] distills rank-
ing relations from monocular depth in a local window. But
these methods are usually effective in scenes with slight
changes in viewpoint (Fig. 1a). On the other hand, the
approaches with in-domain geometric priors are more ef-
fective in indoor environments with large viewpoint vari-
ations. DDP [24] trains a depth completion network to
regress the dense absolute depth based on the sparse depth
from SfM. SCADE [33] considers the ambiguity of depth
estimation from a single view, and therefore utilizes mul-
tiple absolute depth predictions from a single view to con-
strain the NeRFs. However, the in-domain prior severely
limits the generalization of such methods in out-of-domain
scenes (Fig. 1b).

In this work, we propose P2NeRF, to capture global and
hierarchical geometry consistency priors from pretrained
models for facilitating the few-shot NeRFs. First, we pro-
pose a matching-based geometry warm-up strategy to in-
troduce a global geometry consistency prior. Specifically,
since the sparse views usually make the 3D point optimiza-
tion of NeRFs only be constrained by one or two images,
NeRFs cannot learn reliable global geometry in early train-
ing, further interfering the subsequent optimization. Our
matching-based geometry warm-up strategy extracts the
sparse correspondences from different pairs of views us-
ing deep matching modules. Then, we reconstruct a coarse
point cloud and compute the depth of each point. Although
the accuracy of this point cloud is poor, it describes the
scene’s global structure to some extent. Therefore, this
strategy provides a global geometry consistency prior to
warm up the implicit geometry of NeRFs, preventing the
radiance fields falling into geometrical disasters.

Second, based on monocular depth predictions, we pro-
pose two hierarchical geometry consistency priors to en-
hance the reconstruction of details. Because of the reduced
consistency between views, NeRFs tends to concentrate the
volume density in regions close to the camera, which results
in serious ambiguity on the cross-view geometry [20, 36].
Our hierarchical geometry consistency priors leverage the
relative ranking clues from monocular depth estimation to
alleviate the above ambiguity. On the one hand, We pro-
pose a depth group ranking loss for rendering depth. This
anchors the depths at different levels to each other, and en-
ables the NeRFs to learn a reasonable geometric layout. On
the other hand, we present a ray weight mask regulariza-
tion that pushes the surface depth towards the right direc-
tion by adjusting the ray weights. Hierarchical geometry
consistency priors force the volume density of NeRFs to be
distributed at reasonable locations, reducing the geometry

ambiguity. Therefore, it greatly improves the geometric re-
construction of details.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• A matching-based global geometry consistency prior for

warming up the NeRF’s geometry, which prevents early
overfitting during training.

• Two monocular depth-based hierarchical geometry con-
sistency priors, including a group depth ranking loss and
ray weight mask regularization to constrain the rendering
depth and ray weights, respectively. They clamp the sur-
face depth to a reasonable location, which enhances the
detail of NeRFs.

• Extensive experiments on two challenging indoor datasets
demonstrate that P2NeRF achieves state-of-the-art image
and depth rendering performance with sparse inputs.

2. Related Work
Neural Radiance Field for Rendering. Compared with
traditional representations such as point cloud, voxels, and
meshes, NeRFs generally use a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) to parameterize the scene. In NeRFs [18], spatial
coordinates and viewing directions are mapped to volume
densities and colors, and render pixels by a volume render-
ing algorithm. Mip-NeRF [1] designs a cone ray passing
through the optical center of the camera and the pixel plane,
and a Gaussian model is used to fit the conical frustums
where the sampling points on the ray are located, which fur-
ther enhances the network representation. The voxel-based
neural fields [17, 19, 30], which combine explicit and im-
plicit representation, dramatically speed up the training and
inference. While these approaches can achieve excellent
realism rendering, hundreds of training images are often re-
quired for a simple scene. With only a few training views,
it is difficult for NeRFs to obtain similar rendering quality.
Sparse View Neural Radiance Fields. Some approaches
[15, 20, 26, 28, 36] design a series of regularization losses
for the training data itself to achieve stable training of the
NeRFs in the sparse view case from the point of view of ge-
ometry, sampling space, position encoding frequency, and
so on. PixelNeRF [38] and MVSNeRF [5] trains an im-
age feature encoder that maps training view features to the
camera coordinate system, achieving generalization across
scenes. A more general and efficient approach is intro-
ducing additional information to supervise the training of
NeRFs, especially geometric supervision. DDP [24] and
SCADE [33] specifically train a depth prediction network
to generate a depth prior with absolute scale. DS-NeRF
[10] uses the sparse depth generated by COLMAP [25] to
supervise the rendering depth. DietNeRF [14] uses the im-
age encoder of CLIP [22] to extract the semantic features
of the rendered views, and the cross-view semantic consis-
tency are calculated by the semantic similarity loss between
the training poses and randomized viewpoints. StructNeRF
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[7] leverages the sparse depth supervision from SfM and
the planar information from superpixel segmentation to en-
hance the training of NeRF. SparseNeRF [13] proposes a
pairwise level local depth ranking loss which distills the rel-
ative positional relationships provided by monocular depth
estimation to help the NeRFs.

Supervision of geometry has been demonstrated to con-
tribute significantly to the success of few-shot NeRFs. Our
P2NeRF introduces global and hierarchical geometry con-
sistency priors from pretrained models to constrain NeRFs,
ultimately achieving high-performance yet universal few-
shot NeRFs in complex indoor environments.

3. Method
3.1. Preliminaries and Motivation

Neural Radiance Fields. NeRF-like methods follow a gen-
eral workflow to learn a scene representation: 1) capture a
series of posed images covering the whole scene, 2) convert
the rays passing through the camera’s optical centers and
pixel planes into some sample points, 3) query the volume
densities and colors of sample points through a neural net-
work, 4) and finally use ray marching algorithm to compose
the pixels by weighting all points on the rays. We define the
coordinate of the ray origin as o, and the direction vector of
the ray marching as d. Given N samples along a ray, the
i-th point pi at depth ti can be expressed as: pi = o+ tid.
The query network f with learnable parameters θ0 and θ1
maps pi and d to volume density σi, hidden features Fi

and color ci: fθ0(pi) = (σi,Fi) and fθ1(Fi,d) = ci. The
volume rendering algorithm can be expressed as follows:

Ĉ =

N∑
i=1

wici and D̂ =

N∑
i=1

witi, (1)

with wi = Ti(1− exp(−σiδi)),

Ti = exp(−
i∑

j=1

σjδj), δi = ∥pi+1 − pi∥2
(2)

where wi indicates the weight distribution of each point on
the ray, and the rendering color Ĉ is composed by weighting
the color at each point, and the rendering depth D̂ can be
obtained in the same way. To optimize the network f , the
photometric loss is computed between the rendering color
Ĉ and the ground truth color C as: Lcolor = ∥Ĉ−C∥22.

When the training views are dense enough, the sampling
points can be jointly optimized by multiple viewpoint im-
ages. However, sparse inputs break the potential consis-
tency between views and lead to the degradation of NeRFs.
Motivation. Rethinking Eq. (1), we see that the rendering
color is a composite of the color ci and weight wi of each
point on the ray. When NeRFs are supervised only by the

(a) GT Point Cloud (b) Triangulation Point Cloud

Figure 2. Visualization of GT point cloud and triangulation point
cloud. The depths from triangulation are very inaccurate, with
only 46% of the points having an error of less than 0.1 meter.

photometric loss in the sparse view setting, it will be diffi-
cult to learn both ci and wi well at the same time. The ci is
the network prediction dependent on both position and di-
rection, making it hard to enforce constraints for ci directly
to improve few-shot NeRFs. As for the wi, it only depends
on the volume density, i.e., the geometry representation of
NeRFs. It will be more feasible to introduce constraints for
wi to improve few-shot NeRFs. Considering that the ren-
dering depth only relies on the wi, our motivation is, im-
proving the geometry of few-shot NeRFs by constraining
the rendering depth, so as to further improve the render-
ing color. Based on this motivation, we take advantage of
prior knowledge from pretrained models and convert them
into the geometry supervision of few-shot NeRFs. At first,
to avoid the geometry collapse of early training, we intro-
duce a matching-based global geometry consistency prior to
warm up the implicit geometry (Sec. 3.2). Then, we propose
to extract hierarchical geometry consistency priors from the
monocular depth estimation to enhance the structural details
for few-shot NeRFs (Sec. 3.3). Both of these together make
up our P2NeRF.

3.2. Global Geometry Consistency Prior

It is natural to leverage explicit geometric data, e.g., point
cloud, depth map, or voxels of the scene to supervise the ge-
ometric representation of NeRFs globally. In this way, the
early geometry collapse of few-shot NeRFs would disap-
pear. Unfortunately, these data are not always available for
every scenario. On the other hand, SfM is usually used to
compute image poses for NeRFs, which also outputs sparse
point clouds as a by-product. However, SfM also fails to re-
construct enough 3D points stably with only sparse images.
Therefore, we propose to introduce global geometry con-
sistency by triangulating two view correspondences using
deep matching modules. Although the point cloud obtained
by triangulation is of low accuracy, the number of points is
sufficiently high. This can provide global geometry priors
sufficiently to overcome early geometry collapse of NeRFs.

We first compute the frustums of the training poses and
find the images who might intersect to build image pairs.
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Figure 3. The pipeline of P2NeRF. Top: using image matching to obtain sparse and coarse geometry prior computation Lkpts to warm up
the model. Bottom: sampling a set of points based on monocular depth, computes their group depth ranking loss Lrank and applies mask
regularization Lmask to the ray weights. The color loss Lcolor is computed throughout the training process.

Then LoFTR [31] is used to match them to generate sparse
correspondences. Since the image matching is not exactly
correct, we filter the extremely wrong keypoints using the
epipolar constraint. Next, we use the least squares method
to compute the point in 3D space that has the minimum dis-
tance from the rays where the keypoint pair is located. Fi-
nally, this 3D point is projected onto the ray, and the depth
from the projected point to the camera is our keypoint depth
prior, denoted Dk. Fig. 2 visualizes the point cloud from
sensors and triangulation for a scene in the ScanNet [9]
dataset, and it shows that the point cloud obtained using
only triangulation is extremely coarse, but it still describes
the approximate shape of the scene.

In the early stages of training, these coarse depths are
used to warm up the implicit geometry. Because of the lim-
ited number of keypoints, we sample patches of size P cen-
tered on keypoints. For each ray passing through the patch,
we compute its weight distribution using Eq. (2). Although
Dk has a bias, it should be near the true depth. So, we set
a window of radius ϕ on the sampling ray centered on Dk.
For points located inside the window, we will maximize the
sum of their weights, and for points outside the window,
we will minimize the weight of each of them. This loss will
force the implicit geometry of the radiance field towards the
coarse scene geometry. This loss can be computed by:

Lkpts =


l(1−

N∑
i

wi), if |ti −Dk| ≤ ϕ

l
N∑
i

wi, if |ti −Dk| > ϕ

(3)

with l = [s < S]× [s mod T = 0], (4)

where [·] is Iverson bracket, s is the current iteration, and
we only optimize Lkpts at an interval of T iterations in the
first S iterations at the beginning.

3.3. Hierarchical Geometry Consistency Prior

Monocular depth estimation models [3, 11, 23, 32] that
are fully trained on large-scale datasets have good gener-
alization capability. Although they cannot provide absolute
depth, they can characterize the hierarchical relationship of
different objects in space. Based on this, we design two
losses to leverage this hierarchical geometry consistency
prior constrain the geometry of NeRFs. The first is a group
depth ranking loss, which constrains the scene surface to be
in a reasonable position by anchoring the rendering depths
from different groups to each other. The second is the ray
weight mask regularization loss, which pushes the render-
ing depth to the correct direction by adjusting the distribu-
tion of ray weights in different intervals. In this work, we
use the monocular depth prior from the DPT [23].
Group Depth Ranking Loss. We categorize the pixels in
the monocular depth map into M depth groups according to
percentile, where pixels with smaller group order numbers
are closer to the camera. We randomly sample rays in each
depth group and combine them into batch, and then get the
rendering depths using Eq. (1). Next, the rendering depths
are compared one by one to generate a error matrix. The
rays with incorrectly depth ranking will be penalized. Fig. 3
explains the process of calculating the group depth ranking
loss, which is shown in Eq. (5):

Lrank =
1

M2

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

max(sign(j − i)(D̂i − D̂j), 0), (5)
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where sign(·) is a sign function, and D̂i is the rendering
depth of the ray from the i-th group. When i < j, if D̂i

is also less than D̂j , it means that the ranking is correct in
these two places, and the error matrix has the value of 0
at (i, j). However, if D̂i is greater than D̂j , it means that
the ranking is wrong between them, and the error matrix
produces a loss value at (i, j). In the same way, we can
introduce that when i > j, a loss occurs only if D̂i is less
than D̂j . In addition, for the case of i = j, it is obvious
that there will be no loss. Our group depth ranking loss can
achieve more effective geometric constraints by calculating
a error matrix that anchors depths at different positions to
each other.
Ray Weight Mask Regularization. Assume that there are
two pixels a and b, and the monocular depth of a is smaller
than that of b. Let their ground truth depths be Da and Db,
and their rendering depths be D̂a and D̂b.

When a ranking error occurs in their rendering depth,
the cases between the rendering depth and the ground truth
depth can be summarized in three cases: 1) D̂b ≫ Db, 2)
D̂a ≪ Da, 3) other cases. We find that, in either case we
can at least determine the relationship between the render-
ing depth and the ground truth depth for a or b. For the first
case, D̂a must be greater than Da. For the second case, D̂b

must be less than Db. For the third case, there must be a
margin ∆ such that D̂a + ∆ ≥ Da and D̂b − ∆ ≤ Db.
Also, since we can infer the positional relationship between
the ground true depth and the rendering depth, we can adjust
the ray weight distribution directly to constrain the implicit
geometry. Therefore, we define a new hierarchical geomet-
ric constrain, ray weight mask regularization loss, as:

Lmask = 1−
N∑
i=1

miwi +

N∑
i=1

(1−mi)wi, (6)

ma
i =

{
1, if tai ≤ D̂a +∆

0, if tai > D̂a +∆
(7)

mb
i =

{
0, if tbi < D̂b −∆

1, if tbi ≥ D̂b −∆
(8)

where m is a mask for splitting unreasonable regions on the
ray, whose value is set to 0 for regions where depth must
not exist and 1 for regions where depth might exist.

Fig. 4 explains the mechanism of Lmask. For a ray pass-
ing through a, any weight that is located behind D̂a + ∆
is a negative contributor to the depth rendering, so we
would like to reduce the weight in this area. The term∑N

i=1(1 − mi)wi in the loss function achieves this effect.
Also, the item 1−

∑N
i=1 miwi ensures that the weight distri-

bution is concentrated in the area in front of D̂a +∆. Lmask
works similarly for pixel b, except that the mask takes the
opposite value.

Figure 4. Ray weight mask regularization works on a pair of rays
which are incorrectly ranked. Lmask moves the weight distribution
in the right direction by minimizing the weights that appear in in-
correct regions.

Case La
mask Lb

mask

1) Da < Db < D̂b −∆ < D̂a ✓ ✗

2) D̂b < D̂a +∆ < Da < Db ✗ ✓

3) D̂a +∆ ≥ Da and D̂b −∆ ≤ Db ✓ ✓

Table 1. Effectiveness of Lmask in different cases.

We list the various cases where Lmask is valid or not in
Tab. 1. Although it suffers from negative optimization when
D̂a ≪ Da or D̂b ≫ Db, as long as margin ∆ is not overly
strict, these extreme cases are rare. Meanwhile, if the ex-
treme case occurs, the group depth ranking also produces a
large loss value, further reducing the impact of this case.

Combining all our designs, the total loss of P2NeRF is:

Ltotal = Lcolor + λ0Lkpts + λ1Lrank + λ2Lmask. (9)

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setting

Datasets and Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the per-
formance of P2NeRF with sparse views on indoor datasets
ScanNet [9] and Replica [29]. For the experiments on Scan-
Net, we followe the configuration of the DDP [24], sam-
pling 18 to 20 images in three rooms for training and using
8 images for testing. Replica is a synthetic dataset, we use
8 scenes rendered by NICE-SLAM [42], and sample 20 im-
ages from 2000 frames of each scene at intervals of 100 for
training and testing respectively. Meanwhile, in order to en-
sure the difference between the training and testing sets, the
training set begin from 0th frame, and the testing set begin
from 50th frame. We adopt four metrics to evaluate the test
results, where PSNR, SSIM [35], and LPIPS [41] are used
to evaluate the novel view synthesis, and depth RMSE is
used to evaluate the geometric reconstruction capability.
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Ground Truth P2NeRF (Ours) SparseNeRF [13] SCADE [33] FreeNeRF [36]

Figure 5. Comparison of rendering images and rendering depth visualizations for three scenes in the ScanNet dataset.

Implementation Details. We implement our P2NeRF us-
ing Jax-based [4] Mip-NeRF [1] as a backbone network.
We use the Adam optimizer [16] with a learning rate decay-
ing exponentially from 2×10−3 to 2×10−5. The batch size
is 4096. Each scene is trained 100k iterations on a NVIDIA
RTX3090 GPU, taking about 6.5 hours. For our geometric
warm-up, T and S are set to 3 and 1536, respectively. The
patch size is set to 16. And, the radius ϕ is 0.1× (f −n), f
being the depth from the far plane to the camera and n being
the depth from the near plane to the camera. For the group
depth ranking loss, M is set to 32. For ray weight mask reg-
ularization, we use a margin of 0.1m to ensure that training
can proceed properly. In the total loss, the coefficients λ0,

λ1, and λ2 are 0.1, 0.02, and 0.002, respectively.

Comparing Methods. We compare with four recent state-
of-the-art few-shot NeRFs methods, including DS-NeRF
[10], FreeNeRF [36], SparseNeRF [13], and SCADE [33].
DS-NeRF uses the sparse depth obtained from COLMAP
[25] reconstruction as a prior. FreeNeRF does not use any
external information. SparseNeRF also uses a monocular
depth prior, but it computes pairwise ranking losses at the
local level. SCADE specifically trains an ambiguity-aware
model to regress absolute depth. For FreeNeRF, we per-
formed experiments with 50% and 80%-schedule frequency
regularization, and report the better 50%-schedule results.
In the official implementation of SCADE, the rendering im-
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Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ RMSE↓

DS-NeRF [10] 20.85 0.713 0.344 0.447
InfoNeRF [15] 16.97 0.615 0.361 1.212
RegNeRF [20] 18.17 0.621 0.310 0.600
FreeNeRF [36] 19.37 0.652 0.302 0.516
SCADE [33] 20.75 0.703 0.306 0.481
SparseNeRF [13] 17.54 0.624 0.429 0.991

Ours 21.03 0.719 0.209 0.213

Table 2. Quantitative results on ScanNet. DS-NeRF results are
from previous literature [24]. The PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS re-
ported in the SCADE paper are 21.54, 0.732, and 0.292, respec-
tively. As mentioned above, in order to ensure fair comparisons,
we only report the uncorrected rendered image metrics. Red, or-
ange and yellow: the best, scenond-best and third-best.

Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ RMSE↓

DS-NeRF [10] 27.35 0.866 0.167 0.411
FreeNeRF [36] 28.32 0.887 0.117 0.299
SCADE [33] 22.49 0.757 0.294 1.822
SparseNeRF [13] 29.86 0.887 0.163 0.151

Ours 31.15 0.909 0.061 0.185

Table 3. Quantitative results on Replica.

Model Lkpts Lrank Lmask PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ RMSE ↓

(1) Baseline 18.71 0.637 0.302 0.722

(2) ✓ 19.63 0.697 0.253 0.376
(3) ✓ ✓ 15.99 0.537 0.408 0.976
(4) ✓ ✓ 20.27 0.702 0.216 0.238
(5) ✓ ✓ 20.64 0.706 0.208 0.204
(6) ✓ ✓ ✓ 21.03 0.719 0.209 0.213

Table 4. Ablation study results on ScanNet.

ages are post-processed with ground truth. For fair compar-
isons, we just report the results without post-processing. In
addition, we also report quantitative results for InfoNeRF
[15] and RegNeRF [20] on ScanNet.

4.2. Comparisons

ScanNet Dataset. Tab. 2 shows the quantitative results of
different methods on the ScanNet [9] dataset. We achieve
the best rendering quality and the most accurate geometry
estimation on this dataset. Fig. 5 shows the visualization re-
sults. SparseNeRF suffers from significant overfitting, and
only using a monocular depth prior for ranking is not an
effective way to reconstruct the geometry. FreeNeRF’s ren-
dering depth without the assistance of additional informa-
tion is clearly affected by the local image texture. Although
SCADE’s quantitative results are close to ours, its qualita-
tive results contain obvious artifacts.

Groud Truth P2NeRF (Ours) SparseNeRF [13]

Figure 6. Visualization of our P2NeRF and SparseNeRF on the
Replica dataset. The boxes show detail areas. P2NeRF can recon-
struct richer texture and sharper depth, while SparseNeRF cannot.

Replica Dataset. We show the quantitative results on
the Replica dataset in Tab. 3. Our approach achieves the
best novel view synthesis outcomes, and the second best
geometric accuracy after SparseNeRF. By analyzing the
dataset, we find that the scenes in Replica have more smooth
regions, e.g., walls and floors. The local smoothing tech-
nique used in SparseNeRF greatly improves its performance
in these regions. However, we can still retain more de-
tails than SparseNeRF through hierarchical geometric con-
straints. Fig. 6 visualizes the difference in detail between
our and SparseNeRF’s rendering images and depths, and
our approach reconstructs richer textures and geometry.

4.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we ablate our proposed global and hierarchi-
cal consistency constraints on ScanNet dataset. All hyper-
parameters are set as the previous section. The results are
reported in Tab. 4.
Ablation of Geometric Warm-up. Experiment (2) in
Tab. 4 studies the effect of geometric warm-up and shows a
very significant improvement in the depth RMSE metric,
demonstrating its effectiveness. Experiment (3) removes
this technique and uses two hierarchical constraints directly,
which results in heavy degradation. It is similar to the per-
formance of SparseNeRF as we observed. If there is not a
good initial geometry, the depth ranking loss will make the
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(a) P2NeRF (b) w/o group ranking

Figure 7. Rendering depth map with & without group depth rank-
ing. In the experiment without group depth ranking, the position
of the chair and its surroundings appeared to be mixed up.

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ RMSE ↓

SparseNeRF 17.54 0.624 0.429 0.991
SparseNeRF+Warm-up 20.30 0.702 0.235 0.234

(2) (SfM) 19.14 0.672 0.282 0.409
(2) (matching) 19.63 0.697 0.253 0.376

(4)+Local depth ranking 20.43 0.691 0.226 0.230
(4)+Group depth ranking 21.03 0.719 0.209 0.213

Table 5. Comparison of SparseNeRF with & without geomet-
ric warm-up (top), different warm-up (middle) and depth rank-
ing (bottom) strategies on ScanNet dataset. (2) and (4) means the
Model (2) and (4) in Table 4.

geometry increasingly worse. In Tab. 5, we also report the
results of applying geometric warm-up to the SparseNeRF
as well as warm-up using the SfM point cloud. With our
warm-up, SparseNeRF can successfully reconstruct Scan-
Net scenes. In addition, the RMSE in the experiments us-
ing the SfM point cloud are all higher than the experiments
using the matching-based point cloud. These fully demon-
strate the effectiveness and generalization of our global ge-
ometric consistency.
Ablation of Group Depth Ranking. Comparing experi-
ment (2) and (5) in Tab. 4, it can be seen that there is an
overall improvement, especially for geometry, after using
the group depth ranking constraints. Indeed, we also ob-
serve structural ambiguity in the visualization comparison
between experiment (4) and (6) (Fig. 7). In addition, we
compare the local depth ranking used in SparseNeRF with
our group depth ranking. The results exhibited in Tab. 5
show that group depth ranking produces stronger geometric
constraints. All of these suggest that group depth ranking is
very useful for helping NeRFs learn scene structures.
Ablation of Ray Weight Mask Regularization. In Tab. 4,
experiment (4) adds Lmask to experiment (2), and the perfor-
mance improvement indicates the effectiveness of this con-
straint. In particular, comparing the results of experiments
(5) and (6), there is a certain decrease in RMSE when ray
weight mask regularization is used. It is consistent with
our analysis in Tab. 1, that there is an optimization blind

(a) P2NeRF (b) w/o weight mask

Figure 8. Rendering depth map with & without ray weight mask
regularization. With ray weight mask regularization, there is less
noise and smoother depth on windows and walls.

spot for Lmask. However, we should still not ignore its ef-
fect. In the visualization, we find the depth map with the ray
weight mask regularization has less noise (Fig. 8). Mean-
while, the best results for novel view synthesis are obtained
by the combination of ray weight mask regularization and
group depth ranking.

4.4. Limitations

Our P2NeRF distills global and hierarchical priors from im-
age matching and monocular depth estimation, respectively,
which makes the NeRFs more stable and robust in indoor
environments with large viewpoint variations. But both of
these also introduce their own biases into the NeRFs. First,
since the point cloud we used is very coarse, excessive depth
errors may lead to a local poor geometric distribution dur-
ing warm-up. Second, because monocular depth estimation
models are affected by texture, illumination, etc., and gen-
erate erroneous surfaces. The same errors may happen in
the rendering depth. Solving these two problems could fur-
ther release the potential of the few-shot NeRFs, which will
be our future work.

5. Conclusion
We present P2NeRF, a method for achieving few-shot
NeRFs using global and hierarchical geometry consistency
priors extracted from pretrained models. We use matching-
based global priors to warm up the implicit geometry, en-
abling NeRFs to reliably construct the approximate shape
of the scene during the early stages of training. To further
enhance the representation of the geometric structure, we
introduce hierarchical priors from the monocular depth es-
timation model. By anchoring the rendering depths of the
different hierarchies to each other, and adjustments for un-
reasonable weight distributions, we render high-quality im-
ages and depths. Overall, our P2NeRF is a cheap yet ef-
ficient NeRFs solution for challenging indoor scenes with
sparse views.
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